Feature/
Location

Water bodies
Lake

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring

Increase areas of shallows within the lake
for the benefit of aquatic, emergent and
marginal and plants and in turn
invertebrates, wildfowl, amphibians, etc.

P

Import clean fill to extend the area of shallows

O

From the current shoreline in already shallow areas of the Funding Dependent
lake, specifically on the southern edge which is less
subject to visitor pressure and the south eastern corner
where vegetation is already regularly cut

P

Re-profile lake edges to create gently sloping banks

O

P

Install fencing/barriers to protect new shallow banks

O

P

Re-profille the lake shore

O

In areas where there is sufficient land mass to achieve
this
To prevent dogs/people entering the lake in these gently
sloping shallow areas and allow them to be colonised by
vegetation
To increase the length and marginal habitat of the
shoreline. Creating bays, promontories and spits creates
shelter and cover for wildfowl as well as reducing the
effects of wind and wave erosion

M

Monitor existing and created shallows for disturbance by dogs and
humans during wardening visits
Monitor shallows for growth of marginal and emergent plants during
wardening visits and through an annual vegetation survey

C

P

Create reefs using a variety of materials

O

Use rubble or logs, branches or whole trees that are felled Funding Dependent
elsewhere. Position wood in the water and weigh down
and/or part bury with spoil

M

Monitor success and colonisation of reefs via diving survey and
through casual observation
Create a shletered backwater by importimg clean fill/spoil to link
together the fragmented islands along the southern edge to create a
single continuous island running parallel with the southern edge of
the lake
Monitor silting up of the water, natural succession and eventually the
development of a wet woodland habitat during wardening visits and
via annual vegetation survey.
Survey the banks of the northern shore and islands to identify soil
suitability for burrowing species such kingfisher and sand martin.

C

Funding Dependent

O

If spoil is available stimulate the process of succession by Funding Dependent
adding locally generated spoil into this backwater to
create shallower areas

M

Lake

Lake

Lake

Create underwater reefs to reduce the
erosion from wave action and encourage
marginal plant growth, eventually
supporting their own suite of plants and
animals

P
Create a sheltered backwater along the
southern edge of the lake, allowing natural
silting up and succession to create an area
of wet woodland
M

Increase the number of suitable nesting
sites for kingfisher and sand martin

P

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

2013
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Objective

A

Work to be done outside of kingfisher breeding season as
they are already known to nest here. Undertake bank reprofiling to create a vertical slope if required.

P

Clear scrub, overhanging and emergent vegetation from the vertical
western side of Gull Island
Leave felled trees/branches in the lake
Create an artificial sand martin bank on a vertical bank in deep water

A

To improve access for kingfishers

A
O

To create kingfisher perches

M

Funding Dependent

C

Clear scrub, overhanging and emergent vegetation from a number of A
large banks at the northern end of the lake

M

Funding Dependent

C

P

P
P

Funding Dependent

C
Monitor banks for subsidence and vegetation growth during
wardening visits
Survey for use by kingfisher and sand martin as part of the wider bird C
survey of the Radley Lakes area undertaken by Ben Carpenter.

Funding Dependent

Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring

Lake

Increase the number of suitable nesting
sites for common tern, black headed gull,
and oystercatcher

P

Clear a number of islands on rotation (see appendix 11 for details)

A

P

Cap Tern Island with gravel. If this is not practical, build and install
gravel filled tern rafts on the lake
Create new islands in the shallower areas of the lake, using locally
sourced spoil/clean fill
Survey number and species of birds using the islands, as part of a
wider bird survey of the Radley Lakes area
Monitor islands for re-growth of scrub during wardening visits
Undertake water chemistry analysis

O

O

P

Plant appropriate emergent and marginal plant species at suitable
locations around the lake
Instigate a cutting regime

P

Plant reeds or similar plants around the islands

O

M

Monitor areas for success of plant introductions during wardening
visits and through annual vegetation survey
Monitor areas for growth of invasive species during wardening visits
and through annual vegetation survey
Monitor areas for damselflies and dragonflies through annual
invertebrate survey.
Manage scrub on Otter Island, on a six year rotation

C

P
M

Lake

Increase the number and diversity of
emergent and marginal plants

M
P/M
P

M
M
Lake

Increase suitable laying up habitat and holt P
sites for otters
P
M
Establish if mink are present on the site and P
trap as appropriate
M
M
P

Pond

P
Create a true pond that is independent
from the lake and free from fish, to provide
suitable habitat for amphibians
P
P
P
P
M
M

Pond

The pond is free from the threat of invasive P
and non native plants
P

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

O

2013
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Fell and leave some of the branches in the water in
certain areas (for coots, great crested grebe.
overwintering ducks like teal, and odonata etc). This
prescription is dependent on the availability of a suitable
boat
Funding Dependent
Providing additional nesting sites and sheltered areas
creating better conditions for marginal plants

Funding Dependent

C
C
O

A

C

To inform cutting regime
To determine nutrient levels and which plant species
Funding Dependent
should be chosen
When shallows and re-profiling have been completed, if
Funding Dependent
the banks are not colonising naturally
If necessary, to prevent take over by invasive species like
reeds etc.
To provide shelter and cover and act as a visual screen
Funding Dependent

To inform cutting regime

C
A

O
Build an artificial otter holt on otter island
Survey otter holt and Otter Island for presence of otters during annual C
scrub clearance on the island
O
Install mink rafts on the lake

To create a mosaic of dense and more open scrub areas
and prevent take over by willow species
Funding Dependent

To establish presence or absence of mink

Monitor mink rafts for mink signs during wardening visits
Monitor traps on a daily basis for mink, using volunteers
Use trained and certified Earth Trust staff to euthanize the mink, if
required.
Seperate the pond from the lake itself with a bund or by other
suitable means

C
C
C

Using volunteers to check rafts on a daily basis

O

Evaluate if this is possible before work undertaken

Funding Dependent

Remove any fish from the newly created pond

A

Funding Dependent

Investigate the feasibility of re-profiling the banks of the pond to
include gentle slopes and shallows.
If this is unfeasible, create another pond on site

O

Protect the pond from dogs and human disturbance
Survey independent pond for amphibians especially great crested
newts during annual survey
Survey independent pond for frogspawn during wardening visits in
February and March
Treat Japanese knotweed on the banks of the pond until the banks
are free from this plant species
Pull ragwort and thistles encroaching on the banks and footpath

C
C

Consider electro fishing or other means of removing fish
from the pond
Spoil from these works could be used to create further
shallows in the lake itself.
Somewhere in the formal gardens around Sandles is the
most likely area
Fencing, barriers, stock netting, natural screening

O

C
A
A

Funding Dependent
Funding Dependent
Funding Dependent

Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring
M

Pond

Grassland
St Davids
Meadow

P
Light levels reaching the pond are
maintained and excessive overshadowing is
prevented
M

Increase the diversity of plant species
found in St David’s Meadow

M/P
P
P
M
M

St David's
Meadow

Less than 5% of the meadow contains
invasive weeds like thistles, nettles etc.

P
P
M

St David's
Meadow

Scrub like hawthorn, birch and willow etc is P
not allowed to dominate the area
P
P
M
M

Other
grassland
areas

The area of grassland along the western
strip is no longer dominated by willow,
bramble and scrub

P

Formal garden Invasive plants like Japanese Knotweed are P
area
eradicated and ragwort accounts for less
than 5% of the area
M

Formal garden Rare and important plants, species and
M/P
area
habitats are preserved during the building of
the Radley Wetlands Visitor Centre and
associated landscaping

Woodland
Northern edge

Trees within the northern wooded strip are M
safe and pose no danger to traffic or
pedestrians

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

Monitor pond margins to determine success of weed control during
wardening visits
Remove the large sycamore, which is also overshadowing a
hornbeam, on the western edge of the pond

C

Monitor pond margins for growth of overshadowing trees and for
extent of marginal vegetation during wardening visits.

C

Undertake soil analysis to determine appropriate flower species to
plant
Plug plant appropriate pot grown species
Extend the fencing around St David's meadow
Survey St David’s Meadow to determine success of wildflower
introductions via an annual vegetation survey.
Monitor access to the area by visitors and trampling of the sward
during wardening visits
Cut the meadow in March and again in August/September removing
all arisings to designated piles
Hand pull thistle and nettle in May/June

O

Monitor undesirable weed species and sward to determine timing and
success of pulling and cutting regime during wardening visits and via
annual vegetation survey
Cut and remove scrub from the meadow, leaving a 2m strip of scrub
and marginal vegetation around the edge of the lake
Reduce and manage the height of the row of hawthorns on the
southern edge of the meadow
Remove hawthorn and other shrubs from centre of the meadow.
Treat stumps to prevent regrowth
Monitor re-growth of cut scrub to inform cutting regime during
wardening visits and through annual vegetation survey.
Monitor heights of trees on the southern boundary during wardening
visits and trim as required
Cut and remove one third of the scrub each year on a 2 year rotation,
reducing existing amount of scrub by two thirds over 2 years. Scrub
on the banks of the lake in this area should be left as screening.

C

2013
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O

O
O
C

To prevent public access and reduce trampling

C
A

Minimum sward height of 5-10cm

A

If hand pulling is ineffective consider a selective herbicide
to treat nettles etc.

A

To prevent human access and retain marginal habitat

A

To allow light into the sward. Maximum height of 4m

A

Leaving a few remaining for structural diversity, habitat
and berry rich food source

C
C

Maximum height 4m

A

Suitable logs created from scrub cutting to be used to
delineate the path along the adjacent beech trees, brash
to be stacked in a suitable area away from the grassland.

Spot spray japanese knotweed and ragwort. Hand pull any remaining A
ragwort until target achieved. Manage ragwort by hand pulling when
on top of the situation
Monitor number and distribution of weeds during wardening visits and C
through annual vegetation survey to determine success of
spraying/hand pulling
O
Carry out a bat survey of existing sandles building before demoltion
commences

Carry out a great crested newt survey of the pond area before
commencement of any works. Subject to findings, the existing newt
mitigation strategy should be amended accordingly.

O

Undertake an annual tree safety survey and complete recommended
works within time schedules advised

A

Funding Dependent

Funding Dependent

Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring
Replant locally native tree species as replacements
Maintain fallen/felled deadwood as habitat piles for invertebrates,
reptiles etc.
Monitor saplings (5 years or less) for health of trees and removal of
tree guards through casual observation during wardening visits.

A
A

M

Monitor trees and unsafe limbs between tree safety surveys, and
especially after periods of strong winds, during wardening visits.

C

P/M

Install more bat and bird boxes in suitable locations throughout the
site. Maintain the boxes and check fixings

O/C

P

Strap up decaying trunks to live trees to preserve standing deadwood. O

M

Survey bat boxes for presence of bats bats during annual bat box
survey
Survey bird boxes for use during annual bird box survey in May.

C

Check box fixings are secure during annual surveys and through
casual observation during wardening visits
Check fixings of strapped up deadwood through casual observation
during wardening visits.
Maintain the existing structure of beech, poplar and leylandii along
the western shore

C

P
M
M
P

Replace any felled trees with saplings as required.
Monitor integrity of the shelter belt during wardening visits.
Monitor success of any saplings during wardening visits.
Remove the bottom two whorls of beech branches

A
C
C
O

P

Install path edging along the path beside the beeches to guide
walkers and dogs away from the helleborines
Monitor white helleborine numbers via an annual vegetation survey,
and for signs of trampling and grazing during wardening visits

O

P

Investigate the feasibility of protecting some or all of the helleborine
from grazing pressure, if this proves to be a significant problem.

O

M

C
Monitor success and integrity of the path edging during wardening
visits and repair as required
Clear scrub and overhanging vegetation from 7 viewpoints around the A
lake

P
P
M

Northern edge

Bat roosting and bird nesting sites are
preserved despite the removal of decaying
trees for health and safety reasons

M
M
M
Other trees

Other trees

The shelterbelt along the western edge of
the lake is maintained to provide shelter for
the wildfowl using the lake and to prevent
wind erosion of the lake shore

The white helleborine are increasing in
numbers and protected from disturbance,
grazing and trampling

P

M

Scrub

Scrub

Viewing points are maintained to allow the
public to have a good view of the lake at a
number of points around the circular walk

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

P

C

When damage from mammals is no longer a threat

In addition to the 11 already in the northern wooded area

Evaluate if this is possible/practical before work
undertaken

C

C

If using this option

C

Unless the tree safety survey highlights dangerous trees
that need to be felled in this area

Letting in more light could encourage other plants to
grow amongst the helleborine, lessening the grazing
pressure on the helleborine themselves.
In the form of small (50cm high) logs or hurdles created
from management tasks on site

C

M

Monitor re-growth of scrub at the viewpoints during wardening visits. C

Maintain a mixed age structure throughout P
the scrub around the edge of the lake

Cut scrub and willow on a rotational basis in selected locations around A
the lake shore

To allow for good views of the lake in areas which are
least sensitive to disturbance

Will prevent domination by willow which if left unchecked
could become large overshadowing trees.

2013
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Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring
M

Scrub
Access
Circular walk

Kingfisher Island is left unmanaged as a
demonstration of successional woodland

M

The majority of the visiting public use the P
circular walk as their primary means of
getting around the site; the circular walk is
clearly way marked, safe and accessible to
all
P
P

A
C

M

Cut vegetation around and approaching way marker posts
Maintain a flat, smooth surface on the path by removing trip hazards,
ruts, puddles, cross falls etc where practical
Ensure all slopes are less than 1:12 and all cross falls less than 1:45
for all inclusive access
Replenish the woodchip path in particularly muddy areas, like those
through the northern edge woodland, on a yearly basis
Repair ruts and eroded areas along the Muddy BOAT
Provide an accessible, all weather path surface around the whole of
the circular walk
Monitor growth of overhanging and encroaching vegetation around
the circular walk during wardening visits.
Monitor state of the path surface for safety during wardening visits.

P

Cut back and manage vegetation around entrance gates

A

P

Use ditches, planting, brash and dead-hedging created from
management tasks on site to prevent access in sensitive or less
desirable areas
Maintain the fencing along the boundary with J Curtis land
Continue the fencing along the boundary with J Curtis land to close
the current gap around 4 small trees
Plant a mixed hedgerow along the J Curtis boundary
Check all gates and boundary fencing for damage during wardening
visits.
Monitor desire lines and unofficial access points for use during
wardening visits.
Maintain and repair all gates, latches, bridges, fencing, barriers and
boardwalks
Regular checks made of all gates, boundary fencing and access
furniture for damage during wardening visits.
Identify suitable locations for benches around the lake, including the
bird hide
Design and install benches

A

Negotiate with J Curtis and Sons the possibility of installing benches
on the circular walk through their land
Maintain access to benches
Monitor benches for safety/damage during wardening visits.
Monitor access to benches and growth of vegetation around them
during wardening visits.

O

P
P
M

The majority of the visiting public access
the site via the welcome board gate or the
BOAT gate

P
P
P
M
M
Circular walk

Gates and access furniture are maintained
in a safe and useable state

P
M

Circular walk

C

A

P

Install suitable benches around the circular P/A
walk
P/A
A
P
M
M

2013
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C

Cut back overhanging and encroaching vegetation to maintain a
minimum path width of 2m and minimum height of 2.1m, 3.6m on
the BOAT

P

Circular walk

Monitor growth of large willow trees around the lake shore during
wardening visits.

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

C
A
A
O

Funding Dependent

C
C
Ensure gates look welcoming and inviting

C
O

To discourage access
Trees will need to be cleared

O
C

To further reduce access

Funding Dependent

C
C
C

Any unsafe structures to be made safe or closed off until
work can be completed

O
O

C
C
C

Funding Dependent
Investigate the possibility of dedicating or sponsoring
benches as appropriate

Funding Dependent
Funding and Permission Dependent

Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring

Circular walk

Shelters and hides around the circular walk P
are well maintained, inviting and enhance
the experience for both visitors and wildlife
P
P
M
M

Site access

Car parking for approx 25 cars to be
available during weekends from 8am to
5pm; cars discouraged from driving down
the BOAT and parking in the lay-bys

A/P

Site access

Site access

Community
involvement
Visitors

Visitors

A
O

C
Monitor shelters and hides for damage/vandalism during wardening
visits.
Monitor green roof for success of plantings/undesirable species during C
wardening visits and through annual vegetation survey.
O
Provide car parking for approx 25 cars

Once the circular walk is fully accessible to disabled
visitors

Funding Dependent

To be completed as part of theRadley Wetlands Visitor
Centre

Funding and Permission Dependent

Manage and monitor the opening and closing of the car park
Cut back overhanging and encroaching vegetation from the visibility
splays and from 30m in either direction along Thrupp Lane once a
year to maintain visibility for vehicles leaving the car park/BOAT

C
A

M

Monitor visibility for cars turning out of the BOAT onto Thrupp Lane
during wardening visits.
Acquire the necessary permissions and funding to create signage

C
O

Funding Dependent

Design and install signage
Monitor signage for damage and visibility during wardening visits.

O
C

Funding Dependent

C

P

Acquire the necessary funding to build a bicycle shelter on site. Install O
bike shelter.

M

Monitor shelter for damage and during wardening visits

C

Work with local communities, particularly in Radley and Abingdon, to
develop a greater sense of community ownership of Thrupp Lake in
local people, and increase use of Thrupp Lake by groups and
individuals
Carry out a bi-annual visitor survey to ascertain what
improvements/developments the visiting public would like to see on
site and get feedback on those already carried out
Install screening (made from hurdles, panels etc) in particularly
sensitive areas around the lake, especially on either side of the bird
hide
Screen the access route along the BOAT by thickening up the existing
line of scrub along both sides of the track

C

Continue to develop proposals and secure A
resources for appropriate new facilities and
features which enhance the visitor
experience
M

Visitor pressure has minimal impact on the
sites inherent wildlife value and interest

Mow green roof on the bird hide annually and cut back lower
branches from oak tree overhanging it
Adapt the bird hide to accommodate wheelchair access

Any unsafe structures to be made safe or closed off until
work can be completed

M/A
P

A
Thrupp Lake is signposted from Radley
station, the Thrupp Lane junction with
Radley Road and the Thrupp Lane junction
with the BOAT
P/A
M
A bicycle shelter is available on site
providing safe and secure parking for 17
bicycles.

C

C

M

Visibility splays for cars turning out of the
BOAT onto Thrupp Lane are maintained to
increase visibility

Repair any damage to the structures within 1 month

2013
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Utilise staff, volunteer wardens and local residents to open and lock
the car park on a rota system
Monitor car numbers using the car park via radio beam car counter

P/A

Site access

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

P

P

To be completed as part of theRadley Wetlands Visitor
Centre

Funding Dependent

A

O

O

Funding Dependent

As well as reducing the exposed nature of the BOAT the
scrub planting will also act as a visual screen for water
birds for people using the BOAT

Funding Dependent

Feature/
Location

Volunteers

Objective

The monthly volunteer group feels valued
and is involved in all aspects of site
maintenance and conservation on site

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring
P

Screen the road (Thrupp Lane) along the northern edge of the site - O
the existing boundary shrubs and trees should be coppiced or laid and
additional native local shrubs planted into the gaps

M

Monitor visitor numbers via the radio beam counter and through
visitor surveys
Continue and expand the species monitoring programme
Monitor site condition annually
Involve volunteers in the planning of the yearly work plan, in
conjunction with the management prescriptions laid out in this plan

C

Ensure work tasks are fully explained along with the tool talk and
health and safety information for each task
Continue to provide training and interesting talks/workshops for
volunteers
Negotiate with neighbouring landowners, RWE npower, Tuckwells, J
Curtis & Sons, to undertake management tasks on neighbouring land

C

C

A

Continue to manage the vegetation and surface of the muddy BOAT
in agreement with OCC
Monitor success and effectiveness of management tasks within the
wider Radley Lakes area via casual observation and as part of wider
surveys like bird and vegetation surveys. Integrate into existing
management plan if successful.
Provide training and information to all prospective volunteer wardens

A

Actively recruit volunteer wardens

C

A

Provide identifiable uniform items for wardens and volunteers,
branded beanie hat for winter and branded t shirt for summer
Create a butterfly transect for Thrupp Lake undertaken by volunteers

C

Collate incidental volunteer wildlife sightings
Recruit experienced volunteers to undertake ecological surveys of
other birds, invertebrates, mammals, etc
Manage and maintain the relationships with existing community
groups and forums

C
C

Expand the use of the site by other community groups in the area

C

Maintain the Radley Wetlands Centre Management group as a
community forum for the development at Thrupp Lake
Produce a twice yearly report for the Radley Wetlands Centre
Management Group
Continue to offer guided walks and talks to interested local groups

C

M
M
P

P
A
Volunteers

The monthly volunteer group expands to
undertake management tasks within the
wider Radley Lakes complex

A

P
M

Volunteers

Volunteers

The volunteer wardens are trained and
supported in their role and numbers of
wardens are increasing.

Volunteers are involved in ecological
surveys and species data collection for the
site

A/M

A/M
A/M
Community
groups

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

A
Local community groups are actively
involved and informed of the developments
and management taking place at Thrupp
Lake
A
A
A
A

2013
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Funding Dependent

C
A
A

C
O

C

Permission Dependent

Integrate into existing management plan if successful

C

C

C

A
C

Through our website, on site posters, OCVA, and external
websites like FRL

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring

Events

Expand the current events programme on
site to one which caters for a wide
audience and provides a range of
opportunities for community involvement

A

Work with the events coordinator at the Earth Trust to identify
suitable events for Thrupp Lake in 2014 and beyond

C

A

Continue to facilitate the use of the site by external community groups
and organisations
Monitor success and attendance at internal and external events via
feedback forms and attendance figures.
Work with the Earth Trust education team to expand educational
opportunities at Thrupp Lake
Monitor success and uptake of education programme via teacher
feedback forms.
Develop an interpretative master plan for Thrupp Lake and the
surrounding area to encompass industrial heritage, wildlife and water
use.

C

O

Funding Dependent

Negotiate with neighbouring landowners to create self guided trails
and interpretative media on their land
Design and install interpretive media
Develop alternative interpretative solutions through websites,
downloads, podcasts, etc.
Ensure all new and replacement signage follows the DDA regulations

O

Funding Dependent

O
O

Funding Dependent
Funding Dependent

Regular checks made of all interpretation materials for
damage/depreciation during wardening visits.

C

Maintain the Lily Shelter, boardwalk and bird hide, along with any
other future built structures, in a safe condition
Minimise the potential for vandalism, antisocial behaviour and other
conflicts by increased uniformed volunteer warden presence at
Thrupp Lake
Site warden continues to inform police of any incidences, however
minor, to ensure regular patrols are continued
Any minor damage is fixed within one month of the damage being
reported
Wardens have numbers to report injured wildlife
Signage on the welcome board encourages responsible dog
ownership and keeping dogs under control and out of the lake at all
times
Maintain up-to-date health and safety policies and risk assessments

C

The site is checked twice a week for litter and vandalism by the
Neighbourhood Wildlife Warden
Wardens report any incidences of vandalism or anti social behaviour
to site warden or police as appropriate
Undertake six monthly risk assessment review by physically checking
the site for issues

C

M
Schools/
Education

An education programme for Thrupp Lake
is developed and implemented

A
M

Interpretation

A
To provide an enjoyable, high quality
experience, which increases understanding
and interest in the countryside, industrial
heritage, wildlife and lwater use. Thrupp
Lake becomes the centre of a landscape
that is interpreted through a variety or
different media for a wide range of visitors

A
A/P
A
A
M

General site
management

Thrupp Lake is a safe and welcoming place P
for people to visit
A

A
P
P/A
A

A
M
A
M/A

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

2013
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Feature/
Location

Work with the communications and development team to
ensure these events are promoted throughout the local
area and are subsequently well attended

C
C

This may need to happen after the Visitor Centre has
been completed

C

O

C

C
C
C
C

C

C
A

Major damage that poses a threat to visitor safety is
cordoned off/closed until fixed

Feature/
Location

Objective

Activity/
Prescription
Task code
Admin,
Practical,
Monitoring
M

Monitor weather and lake for freezing and ice during wardening visits. C

M

Monitor use of the site by illegal fishermen, boats and motorbikes
during wardening visits and through feedback from volunteer
wardens and fishermen.
Refill dog poo bags in the dog bag dispenser weekly

C

Minimise levels of litter, including fly tipping, by regular litter
collection and removal
Minimise graffiti on signs, clean off and remove all graffiti within one
month of its appearance
The site is checked twice a week for litter and vandalism by the
Neighbourhood Wildlife Warden

C

The site is clean and free from dog fouling, P
graffiti and litter

P
P
M
Other
important
habitats
Other
grassland

The rough grass areas and bare ground
adjacent to the circular walk through J
Curtis land are kept clear of encroaching
scrub

Areas of willow and scrub to the south of
Bullfield Lake are cleared to let in more
light and encourage the re-appearance of
species such as twayblade and adders
tongue fern

C
C

See Appendix 12 for proposed cutting regime

P

Create slow worm and grass snake hibernacula in a suitable area

Use brash from scrub cutting operations

M

C
Monitor scrub re-growth to determine success of stump treatment
during wardening
Annual survey for reptiles, butterflies and invertebrates to determine C
success of scrub clearance. Extend butterfly survey to cover the entire
Thrupp Lake area.
Rotational cutting of willow and scrub on a three year rotation.
Removal to designated habitat piles away from the cleared areas.

P

M/P
M

P
M
A
O
C
A

Dog fouling is managed through the provision of a dog bin
and dog bag dispenser at the main pedestrian entrance,
the bin is emptied once per week

A
Rotational cutting of scrub on a three year rotation. Removal to
designated habitat piles away from the footpath. Stump treat scrub to
prevent/reduce re-growth

M

KEY
Practical
Monitoring
Admin
One-off
Continual
Annual
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

C

P

M

Other
grassland

One off,
Further Information
Annual or
Continuous
task

Monitor the willow and scrub re-growth, to determine the cutting
regime, during wardening visits.
Monitor the appearance of any grassland and instigate a cutting
regime as required.
Monitor for the re-appearance of twayblade and adders tongue fern,
during wardening visits and during an annual vegetation survey.

O

C
C
A

Extend butterfly survey to a transect covering the entire
Thrupp Lake area
Stump treat willow and scrub to prevent/reduce regrowth.
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